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Time and polarization-resolved stimulated emission depletion (STED) measurements are used to
investigate excited state evolution following the two-photon excitation of enhanced green fluorescent
protein (EGFP). We employ a new approach for the accurate STED measurement of the hitherto
unmeasured degree of hexadecapolar transition dipole moment alignment 〈α40〉 present at a given
excitation-depletion (pump-dump) pulse separation. Time-resolved polarized fluorescence measure-
ments as a function of pump-dump delay reveal the time evolution of 〈α40〉 to be considerably more
rapid than predicted for isotropic rotational diffusion in EGFP. Additional depolarization by homo-
Förster resonance energy transfer is investigated for both 〈α20〉 (quadrupolar) and 〈α40〉 transition
dipole alignments. These results point to the utility of higher order dipole correlation measurements
in the investigation of resonance energy transfer processes. © 2018 Author(s). All article content,
except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5011643

I. INTRODUCTION

Stimulated emission depletion (STED) of electronically
excited states has proven to be a valuable tool in high
resolution molecular spectroscopy,1 in time-resolved spec-
troscopy,2–4 and in the study of ultrafast vibrational relaxation
dynamics within ground and excited electronic states.5–7 In
recent years, STED has found application in fluorescence
microscopy, first as a pump–probe technique for time and
polarization-resolved imaging8 and more extensively as a tech-
nique through which sub-wavelength image resolution can
be achieved.9–15 In parallel to these developments, we have
shown that polarized time-resolved STED can be used to cir-
cumvent single-photon electric dipole selection rules16 and
allow the investigation of molecular orientation dynamics that
are inaccessible to single photon spectroscopies.17–21 In this
work, we exploit this latter property of STED to observe hith-
erto “hidden” depolarization dynamics of the excited state
hexadecapolar transition dipole alignment created by two-
photon absorption (TPA) in enhanced green fluorescent protein
(EGFP).

The degree of excited state order created by TPA is
strongly dependent on both the photon polarization, the struc-
ture of the transition tensor and the molecular frame orienta-
tion of the transition dipole moment.22–24 We have recently
reported experimental measurements of polarized single- and
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two-photon photoselection in EGFP which yield two possible
transition tensor structures corresponding to the orientation of
the principal axis along either the S0 → S1 or S1 → S0 transi-
tion moment directions.25 These structures predict noticeably
different values for the initial K = 4 alignment which we
determine in the present study.

Recent observations by us of state restriction in fluo-
rescent protein Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)26

provide additional motivation for a detailed investigation
into the interaction of fluorescent protein emission transi-
tion dipole moments with external optical fields. Most fluo-
rescent proteins are characterised by bi-exponential fluores-
cence decays indicating the presence of two distinct excited
state populations.26–30 A characterization of FRET between
EGFP and mCherry arising from the homodimerization of
3-phosphoinositide-dependent protein kinase 1 (PDK1) has
shown that only one of the four possible energy transfer path-
ways is active.26 Two possible mechanisms for FRET restric-
tion were proposed; first that the intrinsic energy transfer rates
for the donor and acceptor sub-populations (proportional to
their radiative decay rates given equal donor-acceptor dis-
tances and relative orientations) were widely dissimilar or
second that the restriction arose from highly unfavourable
κ2 orientation factors31 caused by local environmental het-
erogeneities. Recent work in our laboratory has shown that
both acceptor emitting states are accessed when EGFP is
replaced with a more mobile and monoexponentially decaying
donor.32 This indicates that in terms of the acceptor, intrin-
sic transition dipole strength is not an issue. FRET, sponta-
neous, and stimulated emission all share the same fundamen-
tal electric dipole selection rules. However, STED provides
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a means of mimicking orientationally unrestricted (molecu-
lar frame) donor FRET photo-deselection (depletion) as the
orientational dependence is governed solely by the photo-
excitation process and the depletion polarization. Given the
approximately equal weighting of the two decay compo-
nents in EGFP, a large disparity in their transition dipole
moments would be indicated by the persistence of a substan-
tial “undumped” population, which, as will be seen, is not
observed.

In this work, we employ a new streak camera-based
approach for time and polarization-resolved STED measure-
ments, allowing us to accurately determine the EGFP STED
cross sections and ground state vibrational relaxation times for
depletion wavelengths from 561 nm to 626 nm. An analysis of
the orthogonally polarized components of the EGFP fluores-
cence allows us to extract the degree of K = 4 alignment that
is present immediately prior to the application of the depletion
pulse. By varying the pump-dump delay, we can determine
the relaxation dynamics of this otherwise hidden degree of
molecular alignment. The initial hexadecapolar alignment was
found to be in line with the predictions of recent polarized two-
photon absorption and fluorescence anisotropy measurements
on EGFP.25 However, we find the rate of hexadecapolar align-
ment relaxation to be significantly more rapid than would be
expected for isotropic rotational diffusion. This is attributed to
an increased rate of homo-FRET depolarization, pointing to
the utility of such measurements as a more sensitive probe of
energy transfer dynamics.

II. STED AS A PROBE OF HEXADECAPOLAR
ALIGNMENT
A. Excited state orientational distribution function

Short pulsed polarized photoselection gives rise to an ini-
tial anisotropic distribution of molecular frame orientations in
the laboratory frame of reference. In linearly polarized single
and n-photon absorption, the excitation process has cylindri-
cal symmetry about the polarization vector of the light33–35

which defines the laboratory frame Z-axis. Emission from the
excited population is characterised by a rearrangement of elec-
tronic charge in the molecular frame giving rise to a transition
dipole moment. The probability of finding an emission transi-
tion dipole moment oriented between the polar angles θ and θ
+ δθ, and φ and φ+δφ can be expressed in terms of a spherical
harmonic expansion36–38

PEX (θ, φ, t = 0) =
∑
KQ

〈
CKQ (0)

〉
YKQ (θ, φ). (1)

The expansion coefficients 〈CKQ(0)〉 define the moments of
the distribution. As the excitation process has cylindrical sym-
metry about Z with an isotropic ground state population, this
symmetry is transferred to the excited state distribution func-
tion and only even rank moments with Q = 0 terms are allowed.
As a result, the expansion can be fully described in terms of
Legendre polynomials of rank K,

PEX (x, t = 0) =
1
2


1 +

∑
K>0

(
1 + (−1)K

)
2

√
2K + 1 〈αK0 (0)〉PK (x)


, x = cos θ, (2)

where 〈αK0 (0)〉 are the normalized moments of the distribution

〈αK0 (0)〉 = 〈CK0 (0)〉/〈C00 (0)〉, (3)

PEX (x, t = 0) =
1
2



1 +

√
5

2
〈α20 (0)〉

(
3x2 − 1

)
+

3
8
〈α40 (0)〉

(
35x4 − 30x2 + 3

)
+

√
13

16
〈α40 (0)〉

(
231x6 − 315x4 + 105x2 − 5

)
+ · · ·



. (4)

The excited state (transition dipole) population distribution is
given by

NEX (x, t) = NEX (t) PEX (x, t) , (5)

where NEX (t) is the total excited state population present at
time t.

For single-photon excitation from an isotropic ground
state distribution, the expansion terminates at K = 2. With
two-photon excitation, the expansion contains both quadrupo-
lar (K = 2, 〈α20〉) and hexadecapolar (K = 4, 〈α40〉) degrees
of transition dipole alignment. The fluorescence anisotropy
from the excited population is directly proportional to
〈α20〉,36

R (t) = 〈α20 (t)〉/
√

5. (6)

Electric dipole selection rules do not allow the contribution of
moments greater than K = 2 in spontaneous emission,36,37,39

and unlike 〈α20〉 the direct observation of 〈α40〉 is not possible.
It has been known for some time that polarized single-photon
absorption leads to coupling between the 〈C00〉, 〈C2Q〉, and
〈C4Q〉 moments of the ground state orientational distribution
and the 〈C00〉 and 〈C2Q〉 moments of the excited state dis-
tribution function.36,37,39 Fluorescence anisotropy can there-
fore allow the measurement of steady state molecular order
in both quantum rotors40,41 and condensed phase molecu-
lar probes.36,37,42 Linearly polarized two-photon dichroism
directly relates ground state quadrupolar and hexadecapolar
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alignment to the excited state population.34,43 However, the
measurement of the dynamical evolution of higher order
ground state alignment in the condensed phase is difficult;
it is necessary to first create (with a definite time stamp) a
distribution function with 〈CK>2, Q〉 moments that are dis-
placed from their equilibrium values which can be combined
with an appropriate measurement technique. Hole-burning
techniques such as FRAP (fluorescence recovery after photo-
bleaching)44,45 and ground state fluorescence depletion mea-
surement46 afford this possibility. The potential contribu-
tion of hexadecapolar alignment relaxation to these experi-
ments has been recognized by some researchers47 but with
a view its removal from the recorded signals to provide
more straightforward data analysis. An exception to this is
a study by Dale and co-workers who used ground state ori-
entational hole-burning through the population of long lived
triplet states to probe 〈α20〉 and 〈α40〉 dynamics in muscle
fibers.46 Their technique, whilst well suited to its particular
application, has an inherent limitation to microsecond time
scales.

B. Higher order (hexadecapolar) molecular alignment

The paucity of direct measurement techniques by which
higher order molecular alignment (both static and dynamic)
can be probed has meant that, to date, studies of molec-
ular order in gaseous and condensed phases have almost
exclusively been confined to second order (K = 2) align-
ment observables. However, knowledge of higher degrees
of molecular alignment provides new information that can-
not otherwise be obtained. In molecular beam scattering of
diatomic molecules from crystal surfaces, the measurement
of the hexadecapolar alignment of the rotationally excited
products provides additional and complimentary informa-
tion to quadrupolar alignment,48–50 and in two- and multi-
photon molecular photodissociation the utility of measur-
ing the higher order moments of the photofragment angular
momentum MJ distributions has been recognized.51,52 In con-
densed phases, molecular ordering with moments of rank
K > 2 is found in a wide range of environments, includ-
ing liquid crystals, lipid bilayers, cell membranes, and at
interfaces.42,53–57

For isotropic solutions, in the case of small step rota-
tional diffusion, the moments of PEX (x,t) evolve accord-
ing to the diffusion equation.36,58,59 For a single axis sym-
metric rotational diffuser with diffusion coefficient D, this
gives 〈

αKQ (t)
〉
=

〈
αKQ (0)

〉
exp [−DK (K + 1) t] . (7)

The evolution of an even ordered array of transition dipoles
would therefore be

PEX (x, t) =
1
2



1 +
∑
K>0



(
1 + (−1)K

)
2

√
2K + 1

× 〈αK0 (0)〉 exp

(
−t
τK0

)
PK (x)





,

(8)

where

τ20 =
1

6D

τ40 =
1

20D
= 0.3τ20

...

τK0 =
6

K (K + 1)
τ20

. (9)

Knowledge of one correlation function should therefore yield
the others. This relationship had not been tested experimentally
until the development and subsequent application of six wave
mixing techniques by Charra et al.60–62 and Meech and co-
workers.63 Here, non-centrosymmetric molecular order char-
acterized by K = 1 (dipolar alignment or orientation) and
K = 3 (octupolar alignment) is created and probed in a 4th
order nonlinear optical mixing process with pump and probe
fields at ω and 2ω. If molecular motion is no longer diffu-
sive (e.g., co-operative), Eq. (7) no longer applies and the
time evolution of moments in addition to 〈α20〉 will pro-
vide new information and test dynamical theories.64,65 Dipolar
(K = 1) correlation functions in neat liquids can be inferred
from infrared lineshape measurements66,67 and in recent years
have been directly probed by femtosecond domain techniques
such as TFISH (terahertz field induced second harmonic gener-
ation).68 The presence of hexadecapolar order in liquid crystal
and membrane environments has been shown to influence
the orientational dynamics of fluorescent probes measured
through 〈α20(t)〉.22,55,69–72

Resonance energy transfer is also a well-known fluores-
cence depolarization mechanism.73–76 In the case of transfer
between identical molecules (homo-FRET), migration of the
initial excitation to surrounding molecules leads to a par-
tial (time-dependent) randomization of the emission dipole
moment alignment in the laboratory frame. Homo-FRET
fluorescence depolarization has been investigated in Langmuir-
Blodgett films77,78 and between rigidly held79 and rotation-
ally diffusing80,81 molecules. To date, we are unaware of any
measurement or theoretical modeling of FRET depolariza-
tion (homo- or hetero-transfer) that extends beyond transition
dipole moment correlation functions of rank K = 2. Given the
greater sensitivity of 〈α40〉 to small step angular averaging
as compared to 〈α20〉 [see Eq. (9)], it is reasonable to expect
that the degree of hexadecapolar depolarization due to energy
migration will be more pronounced, affording the possibility of
detecting and potentially quantifying energy transfer dynamics
at lower concentrations (greater intermolecular distances) than
permitted by conventional fluorescence anisotropy measure-
ments. In addition, we have recently demonstrated the greater
dependence of the initial hexadecapolar alignment created by
TPA to the transition tensor structure and the emission transi-
tion dipole moment direction in the molecular frame.25 Deter-
mining the initial hexadecapolar alignment and its ensuing
evolution therefore has the potential to provide important spec-
troscopic information and yield new insight into excited state
dynamics.
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C. Time-resolved pulsed STED observables

A schematic Jablonski diagram illustrating the principles
of two-photon excited STED in EGFP is shown in Fig. 1(a).
Two-photon excitation via an 800 nm (200 fs) laser pulse
(pump) is followed by rapid radiationless relaxation (tIC) to
lower vibrational levels of the S1 singlet state in accordance
with Kasha’s rule.82 Spontaneous emission to Franck-Condon
allowed vibrational levels in S0 gives rise to a broad emis-
sion spectrum peaking at around 508 nm with fluorescence
detectable out to approximately 640 nm.83 Application of a
time delayed (∆t) dump pulse leads to the preferential photo-
deselection of molecules whose transition dipole moments are
closely aligned to the dump polarization. As a result, there
is an abrupt change in the fluorescence anisotropy in addi-
tion to the polarized and total fluorescence intensities. The
efficiency of STED is, in addition to the STED cross sec-
tion and orientational factors, dependent on the depopulation
rate (1/tVIB) of the terminating vibrational levels in S0 com-
pared to the duration of the dump pulse (tD). If tD is shorter or
comparable to tVIB, re-pumping of S1 becomes more marked
with increasing dump energy and the degrees of population
depletion and fluorescence depolarization are seen to satu-
rate.16,19 Typical results for EGFP illustrating this behavior
are shown in Fig. 2, together with the polarized fluorescence
and anisotropy measurements used to determine the alignment
dynamics.

FIG. 1. (a) Spontaneous and STED induced photophysical pathways in a
population of fluorescent probes following near infrared TPA (pump pulse).
Following linearly polarized TPA, there is rapid (sub-ps) relaxation to low
lying vibrational levels of S1. At an experimentally variable time ∆t fol-
lowing TPA, a linearly polarized dump pulse is applied which removes
population from S1. (b) Measurement of fluorescence observables: the time-
resolved intensities for fluorescence polarized parallel (V) and perpendicular
(H) to the excitation pulse are recorded by imaging the depletion region
onto the entrance slit of a streak camera allowing the evolution of the
S1 → S0 fluorescence prior to, during, and after the application of the dump
pulse.

D. Orientational photo-deselection in STED

In spite of the widespread application of STED as an
imaging technique,84 there has been little experimental or
theoretical work aimed at characterizing the fundamental
physics of the depletion process. It is therefore instructive to
investigate the two principal mechanisms operating in pulsed
STED from large (slowly reorienting) molecules: orienta-
tional photo-deselection and excited state re-pumping. First,
to focus upon orientational photo-deselection, we examine the
limit of very fast ground state relaxation, where re-pumping
of the excited state during the application of a picosecond
range dump pulse can be neglected. In EGFP, molecular
rotation and spontaneous emission occur on a significantly
slower time scale [τF(average) = 2.75 ns, τ20 = 19.5 ns] and
can be neglected during the depletion process. The evolu-
tion of the excited state population distribution is then given
by

∂NEX (x, t)
∂t

= −

(
σSTEDI(t)x2

hνD

)
NEX (x, t) , (10)

where σSTED is the stimulated emission cross section, I(t) is
the depletion pulse intensity, hνD is the dump photon energy,
and x = cos θ, with θ being the angle between the emission
transition dipole moment and the polarization vector of the
dump pulse.

If we approximate the dump pulse to have a constant
intensity for duration tD and is applied at a time ∆t following
excitation, integration of Eq. (10) yields

NEX (x, ∆t + tD) = NEX (x, ∆t) exp
(
−Sx2

)
, S =

σSTEDED

AhνD
,

(11)

where ED/AhνD is the flux of dump photons (photons cm�2)
for a dump pulse of energy ED and area A. The transition dipole
moment probability distributions are thus

PEX (x, ∆t + tD) =
NEX (∆t)

NEX (∆t + tD)
PEX (x, ∆t) exp

(
−Sx2

)
.

(12)

With two-photon excitation, the excited state distribution func-
tion terminates at K = 4. The transition dipole probability
distribution in the absence of the dump pulse can then be
written as

PEX (x, t) =
1
2



1 +
5
2

R (t)
(
3x2 − 1

)
+ 〈α40 (t)〉

3
8

(
35x4 − 30x2 + 3

)


. (13)

The fluorescence observables IV (t) and IH (t) (see Fig. 1)
immediately prior to the application of the dump pulse are
given by

IV (∆t) = CNEX (∆t)

1∫
−1

PEX (x, ∆t) x2dx, (14)
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FIG. 2. Vertically (a) and horizontally (b) polarized EGFP fluorescence intensities following two-photon excitation at 800 nm in the presence and absence of a
time delayed (2 ns) dump pulse. The application of the dump pulse leads to a sharp decrease in the polarized emission intensities from which the total degree
of population removal FD and the net change (decrease) in emission anisotropy ∆R together with the intrinsic degrees of polarized depletion FV

D and FH
D are

determined. Variation in these quantities with dump pulse energy is shown in (c)–(f). The dashed lines through the data points are nonlinear least square fits
using single exponential growth functions and are shown solely as a guide to the eye.

IH (∆t) = CNEX (∆t)

1∫
−1

PEX (x, ∆t)
1
2

(
1 − x2

)
dx, (15)

where C is a constant of proportionality. Equations (14) and
(15) have simple analytic forms,

IV (∆t) = CNEX (∆t)
2
3

[1 + 2R (∆t)] , (16)

IH (∆t) = CNEX (∆t)
2
3

[1 − R (∆t)] . (17)

Immediately after the application of the dump pulse IV , IH and
the fluorescence anisotropy become
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IV (∆t + tD) = CNEX (tD)

1∫
−1

PEX (x, ∆t) exp
(
−Sx2

)
x2dx,

(18)

IH (∆t + tD) =
CNEX (∆t)

2

1∫
−1

PEX (x, ∆t)

× exp
(
−Sx2

) (
1 − x2

)
dx, (19)

R (∆t + tD) =

1

∫
−1

Pex (∆t) exp
(
−Sx2

)
1
2

(
3x2 − 1

)
dx

1

∫
−1

Pex (∆t)
(
−Sx2) dx

. (20)

Rewriting the transition dipole probability distribution in terms
of powers of x, we have

PEX (x, t) =
1
2

[
A (t) + B (t) x2 + C (t) x4

]
,

A (t) =

(
1 −

5
2

R (t) +
9
8
〈α40 (t)〉

)
,

B (t) =

(
15
2

R (t) −
90
8
〈α40 (t)〉

)
,

C (t) =

(
105

8
〈α40 (t)〉

)
.

(21)

Using this format, Eqs. (18)–(20) become

IV (∆t + tD) =
CNEX (∆t)

2
[A2A (∆t) + A4B (∆t) + A6C (∆t)] , (22)

IH (∆t + tD) =
CNEX (∆t)

4



A0A (∆t) + A2 [B (∆t) − A (∆t)]

+A4 [C (∆t) − B (∆t)] − A6C (∆t)


, (23)

R (∆t + tD) =
−A (∆t) A0 + (3A (∆t) − B (∆t)) A2 + (3C (∆t) − B (∆t)) A4 − 3C (∆t) A6

A (∆t) A0 + B (∆t) A2 + C (∆t) A3
. (24)

In the above, An are standard Gaussian integrals of the form (see the Appendix)

An =

1∫
−1

xn exp
(
−Sx2

)
dx. (25)

With this approach, the fluorescence depletion parameters are

FD = 1 −
IV (∆t + tD) + 2IH (∆t + tD)

IV (∆t) + 2IH (∆t)
= 1 −

[
A (∆t) A0 + B (∆t) A2 + C (∆t) A4

2

]
, (26)

FV
D = 1 −

IV (∆t + tD)
IV (∆t)

= 1 −
A (∆t) A2 + B (∆t) A4 + C (∆t) A6

2
3 A (∆t) + 2

5 B (∆t) + 2
7 C (∆t)

, (27)

FH
D = 1 −

IH (∆t + tD)
IH (∆t)

≡ 1 −
A0A (∆t) + A2 [B (∆t) − A (∆t)] + A4 [C (∆t) − B (∆t)] − A6C (∆t)

2A (∆t) + 2
3 [B (∆t) − A (∆t)] + 2

5 [C (∆t) − B (∆t)] − 2
7 C (∆t)

. (28)

Similarly the net change in fluorescence anisotropy is

∆R = R (∆t + t) −

[
−A (∆t) A0 + [3A (∆t) − B (∆t)] A2 + [3B (∆t) − C (∆t)] A4 + 3C (∆t) A6

2 [A (∆t) A0 + B (∆t) A2 + C (∆t) A4]

]
. (29)

Plots of FD, FV
D , FH

D , and ∆R as a function of S are shown in
Fig. 3. In Fig. 3(a), FD shows a rapid increase to 91% over
the range of S = 0–4. With higher dump energies, there is a
significant downturn in the degree of removal of the remain-
ing population whose transition dipole moment orientations
are less favourably aligned with the dump pulse polariza-
tion. In Fig. 3(b), the degree of depletion as measured by
the vertical and horizontally polarized emission intensities
(FV

D and FH
D ) is compared to FD. The intensity of verti-

cally polarized fluorescence has a larger contribution from
molecules whose transition dipole moments have a preferen-
tial alignment to the dump polarization as compared to the total
fluorescence intensity and as a result shows a greater degree
of initial depletion with S. Conversely, for horizontally polar-
ized fluorescence, the dominant contribution to the emission

intensity is largely derived from transition dipole moments
preferentially aligned in the plane orthogonal to the dump
polarization, therefore showing the lowest degree of depletion.
FV

D , FD, and FH
D begin to converge once significant population

depletion and depolarization have occurred. At the point where
the post dump fluorescence anisotropy has been reduced from
4/7 to zero (S ≈ 7.27), the values of FV

D , FD and FH
D are 0.9892,

0.9769, and 0.9462, respectively. At S = 17.5, ∆R = 6/7 and
the surviving population has a fluorescence anisotropy of�2/7.
This is equivalent to all of the initially photo-excited molecules
experiencing a transition dipole moment reorientation of 90◦.
Here, the necessary population removal is extremely high
(FD = 0.997 41). The limiting value for ∆R of 15/14 [Fig. 3(c)]
corresponds to depletion resulting in a totally STED resistant
population of transition dipole moments oriented at an angle of
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FIG. 3. [(a)–(c)] Simulation of FD, FV
D , FH

D , and ∆R with dump energy (S = σSTEDEDUMP/AhνD), for a population of two-photon excited molecules with an

initial cos4 θ orientational distribution in the limit of fast ground state relaxation. (b) compares FD, FV
D , FH

D , and ∆R for dump energies up to S = 25; the greatest

degree of depletion is observed for FV
D . (c) shows the change in the fluorescence anisotropy for values of S up to 100 where the theoretical limit of 15/14 is

approached to within 3.5%. (d) Correlation between the degree of population remaining in the upper level (1 � FD) and the change in anisotropy ∆R induced by
the dump pulse.

exactly 90◦ to the dump polarization, approached in the region
of S = 100. However, this limit is unphysical as the excited
state population is not totally static during the depletion pro-
cess and a residual population (however small) exhibiting a
δ-function angular distribution is never achieved. Figure 3(d)
shows the correlation between the degree of population sur-
viving STED (1 � FD) and the induced anisotropy change
(∆R). In the limit of moderate depletion (1 � FD > 0.6), the
relationship is approximately linear with a gradient of �0.13
(R2 = 0.99).

E. STED dynamics with excited state repumping

The representative STED data displayed in Fig. 2 exhibit
decreasing degrees of depletion and induced anisotropy
change with increasing dump energy. It is notable that
[Fig. 2(c)] FD reaches an approximate plateau of 93% and

[Fig. 2(f)] it is not possible to drive the dumped anisotropy
below zero (at ∆t = 2 ns RU ≈ 0.5). This indicates that the
saturation of these quantities is not purely based on the persis-
tence of a STED resistant population of unfavorably oriented
transition dipole moments. The increase in the degree of deple-
tion efficiency with dump pulse width observed in previous
STED studies of fluorescent probes16 is further indication that
excited state re-pumping during the application of the dump
pulse cannot be ignored in any accurate analysis. A solu-
tion of the coupled rate equations is therefore required.16 In
our experiments, the picosecond time scale of STED is sig-
nificantly shorter than both the molecular reorientation and
fluorescence lifetimes of EGFP (as discussed above), and these
contributions to the depletion dynamics can be neglected.
With the (sole) approximation of a constant dump intensity
over a time duration tD, the evolution of the excited NEX (x,t)
and upper vibrational NGS(x,t) ground state populations is
given by
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∂NEX (x, t)
∂t

=
Sx2

tD
(NGS (x, t) − NEX (x, t)) , (30)

∂NGS (x, t)
∂t

=
Sx2

tD
(NEX (x, t) − NGS (x, t)) −

1
tVIB

NGS (x, t) .

(31)

The initial population distribution in the upper ground state
vibrational levels is negligible [NGS(x,0) = 0] and the excited
state population evaluated at t = ∆t + tD is given by

NEX (x, ∆t + tD) = NEX (∆t) PEX (x, ∆t) × GDUMP,

GDUMP =



exp
(
−

(
tD/tVIB + 2Sx2 + d

)
/2

)
2d



×



tD
tVIB

(exp(d) − 1)

+d(exp(d) + 1)


.

(32)

The parameter d is

d =
√

(tD/tVIB)2 + 4S2x4. (33)

In the limit where tD/tVIB is large, Eq. (32) tends to Eq. (11).
The STED observables are thus

FD = 1 −

1

∫
−1

GDUMPNEX (x, ∆t) dx

1

∫
−1

NEX (x, ∆t) dx

, (34)

FV
D = 1 −

1

∫
−1

GDUMPNEX (x, ∆t) x2dx

1

∫
−1

NEX (x, ∆t) x2dx

, (35)

FH
D = 1 −

1

∫
−1

GDUMPNEX (x, ∆t)
(
1 − x2

)
dx

1

∫
−1

NEX (x, ∆t)
(
1 − x2) dx

, (36)

FIG. 4. Simulation of FD, ∆R, FV
D , and FH

D against dump energy (S = σSTEDEDUMP/AhνD), for a population of two-photon excited molecules with an initial

cos4 θ orientational distribution [〈α20(∆t = 0)〉 = (4/7)
√

5, 〈α40(∆t = 0)〉 = 8/21] as a function of tD/tVIB, the dump pulse width to ground state relaxation time
ratio. With increasing tD/tVIB, the degree of depletion and change in dump-induced fluorescence anisotropy are maximized. FD, FV

D , and FH
D are seen to plateau

(saturate) in the region of S > 6 with close to 100% depletion achieved in the region where tD/tVIB ≈ 50.
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∆R = R (∆t) −

1
2

1

∫
−1

GDUMPNEX (x, ∆t)
(
3x2 − 1

)
dx

1

∫
−1

GDUMPNEX (x, ∆t) dx

. (37)

The integrals in Eqs. (34)–(37) were calculated using Mathe-
matica (Wolfram Research), first to generate qualitative flu-
orescence intensity depletion and fluorescence anisotropy
curves and second, with variable input parameters, for quanti-
tative analysis of the experimental data. Figure 4 shows simu-
lations of Eqs. (34)–(37) as a function of S for values of tD/tVIB

ranging from 50 to 0.02 for a two-photon excited population
with initial anisotropy and hexadecapolar alignment of 4/7 and
8/21, respectively. Population depletion and depolarization are
both maximized with increasing tD/tVIB; FD, FV

D , and FH
D are

seen to plateau (saturate) in the region where S > 6 with close
to 100% depletion achieved when tD/tVIB ≈ 50. The maximum
degree of population depletion attainable decreases as tD/tVIB

is reduced. When tD and tVIB are equal, this is approximately
0.68. When tVIB � tD, the population removed as the dump

pulse is applied becomes bottlenecked in the upper ground

state vibrational levels and the maximum degree of popula-
tion depletion that is attainable tends to 0.5. This is analogous
to the limit observed in the continuous wave optical pumping
of a two-level system in the absence of spontaneous emis-
sion.85 The change in fluorescence anisotropy shows a high
degree of sensitivity to the degree of excited state re-pumping.
When tD/tVIB = 50, the change in fluorescence anisotropy
closely follows that observed in the limit of no excited state re-
pumping. As tD/tVIB decreases, the anisotropy no longer rises
with increasing S but reaches a plateau and then decreases.
When tD/tVIB = 10, the maximum anisotropy change that can
be induced is 0.29 (S = 11.62). When tD/tVIB = 1, this reduces
to approximately 0.047 (S = 1.68). At lower values of tD/tVIB,
this form of the induced anisotropy is retained with a lower
peak in ∆R occurring at a lower value of S (tD/tVIB = 0.02,
∆R = 3.29 × 10�2, and S = 1.14) with ∆R tending toward zero
thereafter. With a population bottleneck in the lower level and
in the absence of orientational relaxation, re-pumping of the
excited state simply replaces the molecular transition dipole

FIG. 5. A simulation of the dependence of STED fluorescence observables on the degree of initial hexadecapolar (K = 4) alignment with tD/tVIB = 7 and an
initial quadrupolar alignment 〈α20(0)〉/

√
5 = 0.54.
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moment orientations that are initially removed as the dump
pulse is applied.

F. STED sensitivity to hexadecapolar alignment

The form of the STED induced intensity and anisotropy
changes also depends on the degrees of quadrupolar and hex-
adecapolar alignment. Whilst 〈α20〉 can be directly determined
from the fluorescence anisotropy, we have recently shown that
an initial value for 〈α40〉 can be predicted based on the structure
of the two-photon transition tensor determined by polarized
two-photon absorption and fluorescence anisotropy measure-
ments.25 As discussed above, a direct measurement of 〈α40〉 is
not possible via spontaneous emission and can only enter into
fluorescence observables by a nonlinear interaction such as
STED. In order to determine the initial value and evolution
of 〈α40〉, we need to ascertain the experimental conditions
under which changes in 〈α40〉 are most readily detected. To
this end, we conducted simulations of the four STED observ-
ables for conditions similar to those for EGFP with 〈α40〉 as
the only variable parameter. The results are shown in Fig. 5.
It is clear that FV

D [Fig. 5(c)] shows negligible 〈α40〉 depen-
dence at low and high values of S with a very slight variation
in the turn over region (values of S ca. 2–6) between (approx-
imately) linear and saturated behavior. The initial distribution
chosen for the five simulations corresponded to an initial
anisotropy of 0.54 with initial values of 〈α40〉within the bound-
aries for a physically reasonable excited state distribution
[PEX (x) ≥ 0], characterized solely by 〈α20〉 and 〈α40〉

moments. With increasing 〈α40〉 in the high S limit, FH
D and

FD are reduced, whilst the degree of STED depolarization ∆R
increases. From Fig. 2, it can be seen that the measurement
of FH

D has a considerably lower degree of experimental uncer-
tainty than ∆R and, given the prior determination of tD/tVIB,
from FV

D and knowledge of R(∆t), analysis of FH
D data using

the theory developed above should in the first instance provide
the most accurate means of determining 〈α40〉. Measurement
and analysis of IV (t) and IH (t) are also independent of any
experimental g-factor86,87 arising from a polarization bias in
fluorescence detection or (small) differences in the collection
times of the two datasets.

III. METHODS AND ANALYSIS
A. Experimental procedure

The experimental apparatus utilised to measure STED
dynamics for EGFP is illustrated in Fig. 6. The sample,
a 40 µM solution of recombinant EGFP in phosphate buffered
saline (PBS), was contained in a 45 µl quartz cuvette (Hellma)
with three optical windows. Two-photon excited stimulated
depletion of EGFP was achieved using a regeneratively ampli-
fied Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent Mira 900F, Coherent RegA
9000) and an optical parametric amplifier (OPA, Coherent
9400), respectively.16 The regenerative amplifier produced 140
fs (FWHM) pulses at 800 nm with around 3.2 µJ energy at a
repetition rate of 250 kHz. A small portion of this was used for
the two-photon excitation of EGFP (approximately 55 nJ on-
sample pulse energy) with the remaining output pumping the

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of the layout of the STED depletion optics.

OPA which produced 200 fs pulses tuneable between 500 and
700 nm with pulse energies in the region of 300 nJ. The OPA
output was temporally stretched using either a TeO2 crystal
(Coherent/Gooch & Housego) to 1.43 ± 0.02 ps (FWHM)
in STED cross section measurements or via a holographic
grating pair (2400 grooves/mm, Optometrics LLC) to around
5 ps in the determination of 〈α40〉. Pulse stretching was
necessary to both maximise STED efficiency and minimise
dump induced two-photon fluorescence. These considerations,
together with the onset of dump-induced single photon exci-
tation of EGFP, limited the usable dump wavelength range to
between 561 nm and 626 nm. An increase in the dump pulse
width to 5 ps minimised the tD/tVIB dependence of the fluo-
rescence depletion observables making changes to the deple-
tion dynamics brought about by the evolution of 〈α40〉 more
apparent.

Both pump and dump pulse widths (FWHM) were mea-
sured with a PulseCheck autocorrelator (APE). In order to
ensure that no white light or blue edge remnants remained
in the dump pulses, a long pass glass filter was placed in
the dump beam prior to recombination with the pump. The
two beams were overlapped using a broadband dichroic beam
combiner (CVI Optics), passed through a Glan Taylor linear
polarizer and a 2.2 mm aperture, and focussed in to the sam-
ple with a 2.5 cm achromatic doublet lens (Melles-Griot). The
delay between the two beams was adjustable by means of a
computer-controlled variable optical delay line (Time and Pre-
cision). The pump and dump pulse energies were controlled by
means of neutral density wheels and measured with a power
meter (Anritsu). Fluorescence was collected in a 90◦ geometry
(see Fig. 1) with a 6.3 cm lens (Melles-Griot), passed through a
rotatable polaroid sheet polarizer (Melles-Griot) and focussed
onto the entrance slit of the streak camera (Hamamatsu
Streak Scope C4334). Any scattered laser light was blocked
using appropriate short-pass filters (Corion) and glass infra-
red cut-off filters (Schott BG39). Consecutive acquisitions
of vertically and horizontally polarized emission (see Fig. 1)
were obtained and stored on a desktop computer. The dump
induced background was subtracted from each signal before
construction of the total intensity and anisotropy from the
data.
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B. STED data analysis

Development of the protocols for analyzing the depletion
data for cross section and ground state relaxation measure-
ment and for determining the evolution of 〈α40〉 follows the
arguments set out in Sec. II C and is further detailed along-
side their results in Sec. IV. All approaches involved the
modeling of depletion curves using Eqs. (34)–(37), inputting
〈α20(∆t)〉 and 〈α40(∆t)〉, which characterise PEX (x,∆t), and
tD/tVIB which, in turn, governs GDUMP. In addition, it is nec-
essary to determine the scaling parameter SP which connects
the dump pulse energy (EDUMP) to the saturation parameter
S (see Sec IV B). The pre-dump orientational distribution at
time ∆t following excitation can be calculated from Eq. (13),

giving

PEX (x, ∆t) =
1
2



1 +
5
2

[0.54] exp

(
−
∆t (ns)
17.3

) (
3x2 − 1

)
+ 〈α40 (∆t)〉

3
8

(
35x4 − 30x2 + 3

)


,

(38)
where 0.54 is the measured initial anisotropy in the absence of
the dump pulse and 17.3 ns is the corresponding decay time
(see Sec. IV A). In the case of FV

D measurements where the
variation in 〈α40(∆t)〉 (across its physically allowable range
of values) makes a negligible contribution to the depletion
curve, we can safely approximate the un-dumped orientational
distribution by

PEX (x, ∆t) =
1
2



1 +
5
2

[0.54] exp

(
−
∆t (ns)
17.3

) (
3x2 − 1

)
+ [0.381] exp

(
−

∆t (ns)
0.3 × 17.3

)
3
8

(
35x4 − 30x2 + 3

)


, (39)

where 0.381 is the predicted value for 〈α40(0)〉 based on
the two-photon polarization measurements performed previ-
ously,25 and we assume the relationship between τ40 and
τ20 arising from Eq. (9). In generating model curves to fit
to FH

D , 〈α40(∆t)〉 becomes a fitting parameter in its own
right,

PEX (x, ∆t) =
1
2



1 +
5
2

[0.54] exp

(
−
∆t (ns)
17.3

) (
3x2 − 1

)
+ 〈α40 (∆t)〉

3
8

(
35x4 − 30x2 + 3

)


.

(40)

Equations (34)–(37) do not have a simple analytical form and
require integration over x (cos θ) for each data point and cannot
be used with conventional analysis programmes, in which the
fitting parameters are automatically adjusted to find the best
fit. It was therefore necessary to implement custom-written
software for this task. Model saturation curves were generated
using Mathematica (Wolfram Research). For any given com-
bination of ∆t, SP, 〈α40(∆t)〉, and tD/tVIB, model data points
were calculated for S = EDUMP/SP. Custom written Python
scripts performed least-squares fitting of the model curves to
the experimental data. SP was fitted in steps of 0.01, tD/tVIB in
steps of 0.25, and 〈α40(∆t)〉 in steps of 0.05. The best fitting
curves were judged as those that minimised the sum of the
residuals weighted by the experimental uncertainties on the
data points.

IV. RESULTS
A. Fluorescence measurements and homo-FRET

The streak camera measurements performed here required
an EGFP concentration of 40 µM to provide sufficient sig-
nals, causing homo-FRET to have a noticeable effect on

the fluorescence anisotropy decay. As the undumped fluo-
rescence anisotropy is an important input parameter to the
analysis of experimental data, its accurate determination is
necessary. Fluorescence anisotropy decays within a 4 ns time
window were recorded, all well described by single expo-
nential decay dynamics. An average of eight measurements
yielded an initial fluorescence anisotropy of 0.54 ± 0.1 and
a decay time of 17.3 ± 0.9 ns. Whilst the initial anisotropy
is close to that measured for EGFP at low concentrations
(0.552), the fluorescence anisotropy decay at 1 µM is slower
at 19.5 ± 0.10 ns. Theoretical treatments of time depen-
dent fluorescence depolarization due to resonance energy
transfer (homo-FRET) in the presence of molecular rotation
have been advanced by a number of groups.80,88 For EGFP
where the intrinsic rate of rotational depolarization is slow,
the fluorescence anisotropy has been successfully modelled
by81

R (t) = R (0) exp (−t/τ20) exp

(
−C

R0
3

375
(t/τF)1/2

)
. (41)

Here C is the concentration (in mM) of EGFP and R0 is the
Förster radius (in nm) for homo-transfer. Simulations of the
fluorescence decays and the resulting fluorescence anisotropy
decay arising from homo-FRET were undertaken as follows.
The intrinsic decay parameters were the average fluorescence
lifetime of EGFP of 2.75 ns,26 an intrinsic correlation time
τ20 of 19.5 ns, R0 = 4.65 nm,89 and an initial fluorescence
anisotropy of 0.552. IV (t) and IH (t) were simulated indepen-
dently using MATLAB (The Mathworks), with a peak channel
photon count [IV (0) + 2IH (0)] set at 50 000. Poisson noise was
added to the two decays separately using the MATLAB pois-
srnd() function. Intensity and anisotropy decay curves were
constructed from IV (t) and IH (t) in the usual way (see Fig. 1)
and analyzed using a weighted least squares fit (MATLAB)
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with the following weighting factors:90

1

σ2
I

=
1

IV + 4IH
,

1

σ2
R

=
I2

(IV + 4IH ) R2 − 2 (IV − 2IH ) R + IV + IH
.

(42)

100 simulated datasets were generated, and the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the fit parameters were recorded. For an
EGFP concentration of 40 µM, the simulated anisotropy decay
was found to be well described by a single exponential corre-
lation time of 18.91 ± 0.30 ns with R(0) = 0.548 ± 0.001. By
contrast, the measured decays, whilst yielding a comparable
initial anisotropy (0.54 ± 0.01), had a shorter correlation time
of 17.3 ± 0.9 ns. Previous work81 had suggested that R0 for
EGFP may be significantly higher than 4.65 nm which would
indeed result in a further reduction in the anisotropy decay
time. To investigate this possibility, we generated a set of sim-
ulated anisotropy decays for EGFP at 40 µM with R0 values
from 1 nm to 10 nm. A second order polynomial fit to the
data points indicates that the 40 µM correlation time of 17.3
± 0.9 ns corresponds to R0 = 7 ± 1 nm, comparable with the
value of 7.3 ± 0.1 nm reported from concentration dependent
frequency domain fluorescence anisotropy measurements.81

Homo-FRET is thus an active depolarization mechanism for
the quadrupolar transition dipole moment alignment and, in
addition to molecular rotation, can also be expected to influ-
ence the relaxation of the hexadecapolar alignment prepared
by two-photon excitation.

B. STED cross section and ground state relaxation
measurements

Maximum time-resolution (15 ps) was achieved by using a
2 ns time measurement window. The pump-dump delay was set
to 373 ps for all experiments. The dump wavelength was varied
between 561 and 626 nm, 561 nm being the threshold wave-
length below which the degree of dump-induced fluorescence
from the unexcited EGFP population (approximately 99.7% of
the total number of EGFP molecules in the excitation-detection
volume) precluded accurate measurements. For each dump
wavelength, the pulse energy was varied from approximately
0.5 nJ to 50 nJ. FV

D values at each dump energy were determined
by the calculation of the fractional loss of V-polarized fluores-
cence intensity after application of the dump pulse relative
to an experiment in which no dump was applied. The inten-
sity values just after the dump pulse were calculated by taking
an average over 50 channels (0.208 ns) following completion
of the dump (defined as the first channel to show an upward
fluctuation in intensity or anisotropy following the rapid loss).
Given the long rotational diffusion time of EGFP (17.3 ns), this
did not result in a significant error in the anisotropy change.
From Fig. 5(c), it can be seen that the 〈α40〉 dependence on FV

D
is minimal. For cross section determination, the fitting process
was therefore concerned with finding a best fitting combination
of SP and tD/tVIB based only upon the use of the FV

D data. From
the model saturation curves of Fig. 4, it can be seen that in the
region where the variation of FV

D with S is approximately linear,
the dependence of FV

D on tD/tVIB is minimal. The representative
data plotted in Fig. 7 were obtained for a dump wavelength of

FIG. 7. Cross section and lower level relaxation time measurement. (a)
Low energy portion of the FV

D depletion curve (tD/tVIB sensitivity mini-
mized) showing the best (nonlinear least squares fit) scaled depletion curve
(SP = 1.37). The uncertainty in SP was determined by the best fits to the
upper and lower experimental error bars (SP = 1.75 and 1.09, respectively).
(b) A plot of the measured cross section as a function of dump wavelength
superimposed on the relative fluorescence intensity of EGFP (dashed line).
(c) Calculation of tD/tVIB was determined by a full fit to the depletion data
[using SP = 1.37 determined in (a)] yielding tD/tVIB = 7.

570 nm. Taking an estimate for tD/tVIB = 7, a model depletion
curve was generated for FV

D using Eq. (28), inputting values
of the un-dumped anisotropy calculated from the measured
decay data [R(0) and τ20], 〈α40(0)〉 = 0.381 from our compan-
ion paper25 and a depolarization time of 0.3τ20 [Eq. (7)]. This
is overlaid with the experimental data [dashed line in Fig. 7(a)],
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TABLE I. Dump wavelength variation in the relaxation times of the upper
S0 vibrational levels accessed by STED.

Dump wavelength (nm) τDUMP (ps) τVIB (fs)

561 1.24 ± 0.04 146 ± 86
570 1.39 ± 0.02 199 ± 106
580 1.48 ± 0.08 219 ± 122
589 1.48 ± 0.08 228 ± 97
602 1.43 ± 0.02 191 ± 76
615 1.56 ± 0.07 223 ± 64
626 1.46 ± 0.08 139 ± 119

Weighted average: 196 ± 34fs

in which S is equivalent to ED (in nJ). A series of these (oth-
erwise identical) FV

D plots were generated, in which SP was
varied until a best fit to the experimental data was achieved.

In Fig. 7(a), this plot is denoted by an asterisk and corre-
sponds to SP = 1.37. The STED cross section is then calculated
from

σSTED =
AhνDUMP

SP × 10−9
. (43)

Values for the cross sectional area A at each dump wave-
length were calculated assuming Gaussian focusing of the
dump beam91

Aλ =
4
π

(
λf
D

)2

, (44)

where D is the input spot size (2.2 mm) and f is the
focal length (25 mm), giving values for A varying between
5.2 × 10�7 cm2 and 6.4 × 10�7 cm2. A plot of the variation in
σSTED with dump wavelength is shown in Fig. 7(b). Analysis
of the full range of the experimental data is obtained by

FIG. 8. Analysis of FV
D , FH

D , FD, and ∆R data for a pump-dump delay of 1.35 ns. (a) Fits to FV
D are insensitive to 〈α40〉 and the data are best fit by tD/tVIB

= 9.25. (b) FH
D analysis: fixing tD/tVIB at 9.25, the best fit to the data was obtained for 〈α40〉 = 0.23. In Method I, the uncertainty in 〈α40〉 was determined by

the (computer generated) best fit to the upper and lower error bars, yielding a maximum uncertainty of ±0.08. [(c) and (d)] Model curves based on the fitting
parameters in (a) and (b) are drawn through the data. It can be seen that the value of the lower bound to 〈α40〉 (dashed line) is too low. In Method II, the best fit
of model curves to the error bars was judged by eye. This yields an uncertainty in 〈α40〉 of ±0.05.
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generating model FV
D plots (as above) with a range of

tD/tVIB values. The best fit to the experimental data points
and their associated uncertainties were combined with the

FIG. 9. Plots of the variation in the degree of hexadecapolar alignment as a
function of pump-dump delay. (a) shows a single exponential fit to the data
yielding a time zero value of 0.351 ± 0.012 and a correlation time of 3.388
± 0.357 ns. The dashed lines show previously predicted 〈α40(0)〉 values for
emission transition dipole moments oriented at angles of 5.5◦ and 0◦ to the
principal axis of the two photon transition tensor.25 (b) shows a comparison
between the fitted single exponential decay and the hexadecapolar alignment
decay predicted for pure rotational diffusion at 1 µM (5.67 ns) and assuming
the relationship between the measured anisotropy decay time and τ40 is appli-
cable in the presence of FRET at 40 µM (5.19 ns). (c) shows a least squares fit
of Eq. (41) to the data with τ20 = 19.5 ns. This yields 〈α40(0)〉 = 0.39 ± 0.02
and R0(K = 4) = 15.5 ± 1.3 nm. The vertical line indicates the uncertainty in
〈α40(0)〉.

measured pulsewidth (autocorrelation FWHM/
√

2) [Fig. 7(c)],
from which tVIB can be determined (see Table I).

C. Hexadecapolar alignment dynamics

As can be seen from the model plots in Figs. 4 and 5, both
tD/tVIB and 〈α40〉 act to reduce FD and ∆R in the saturation
region. As discussed above, the best strategy to differentiate
between the two quantities and determine the time evolution
〈α40〉 was first to analyze FV

D (which shows a minimal 〈α40〉

dependence) to obtain tD/tVIB, and then with this information
proceed to analyze the corresponding FH

D data to obtain 〈α40〉.
In order to minimise the dependence of the STED observables
on tD/tVIB, the dump pulse (typically 600-607 nm with a spec-
tral FWHM of 12-15 nm) was stretched using a grating pair to
produce a temporal FWHM of at least 5 ps. FV

D , FH
D , FD, and

∆R saturation curves were recorded for pump-dump delays ∆t
ranging from 200 ps to 3 ns.

Figure 8 shows representative data and analysis for a
pump-dump delay of 1.35 ns, yielding a value for 〈α40〉 of
0.23 ± 0.06. A plot of the variation of 〈α40〉 with ∆t is shown
in Fig. 9. The data can be fitted by an exponential decay corre-
sponding to an initial (pre-dump) value of 0.354 ± 0.012 and
a decay time of 3.39 ± 0.36 ns (R2 = 0.91).

V. DISCUSSION

At all dump wavelengths, the degree of (saturated) deple-
tion in the polarized intensity and total fluorescence was
high, varying from close to 100% at 561 nm to 90% at
626 nm. We have previously observed that the fluorescence
decay dynamics of recombinant EGFP are well described by
a bi-exponential decay,25,26 corresponding to two distinct and
approximately equally weighted excited state populations. In
recent work, one of these was found to be wholly inactive
in FRET to mCherry arising from the homodimerisation of
PDK1.26 As the emission from mCherry is also bi-exponential,
four FRET pathways should have been active. However, only
one (to the minority mCherry decay component) was observed.
Two potential mechanisms for this restriction were proposed,
the first based on local transition dipole moment orienta-
tions with one population FRET inactive due to a low κ2

factor92 and the second arising from a disparity in emission
transition dipole moment strengths. The latter mechanism,
if present, would reduce the degree of depletion attainable
which is clearly not the case. This mechanism can therefore be
discounted. This conclusion is born out by recent work investi-
gating FRET to mCherry, in which EGFP was replaced by Ore-
gon Green, a more mobile and homogeneous (single lifetime)
donor but with similar spectral properties to EGFP. No restric-
tions were observed, indicating that the increase in the local
orientational freedom of the donor gave rise to unrestricted
FRET.32

The STED cross section values obtained range from
4.59 × 10�17 cm2 (626 nm) to 2.35 × 10�16 cm2 (561 nm).
The wavelength dependence of σSTED follows the rise in the
spontaneous emission spectrum with decreasing wavelength
[dashed line in Fig. 7(b)]. The values obtained are compara-
ble in magnitude to previous measurements on EGFP (520-
570 nm).93 From Table I, it can be seen that the ground
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state relaxation time remains approximately constant across
the spectrum with a weighted mean of 196 ± 34 fs. As the
dump wavelength decreases, the vibrational states accessed
by stimulated emission will be energetically closer to the ther-
mal equilibrium distribution, and thus τVIB (the inverse of
the relaxation rate) would be expected to increase. This was
not observed, indicating that stimulated emission is highly
efficient across this part of the spectrum. The H-bonding net-
work surrounding the EGFP chromophore94,95 (which restricts
conformational flexibility) may act to assist ground-state relax-
ation through the provision of a high density of states for
intra-molecular vibrational coupling.96,97 STED in EGFP is
highly efficient and, in spite of a rapidly relaxing excited
state (〈τ〉 = 2.75 ns), the sub-picosecond ground state vibra-
tional relaxation provides the basis for an efficient 4-level laser
which has been demonstrated in solution, crystals, and live
cells.98–100

The hexadecapolar alignment measurements yielded val-
ues for 〈α40〉 for pump probe delay times spanning 200 ps to
3 ns, as displayed in Fig. 9. The measurement of STED observ-
ables at pump-dump delays closer to ∆t = 0 was precluded by
the need to determine an accurate value for the pre-dump inten-
sity so that the degree of depletion could be determined with a
minimal degree of uncertainty. If the hexadecapolar alignment
dynamics in EGFP are well described by a single exponential
decay, then extrapolation to ∆t = 0 yields a value for the ini-
tial hexadecapolar alignment of 0.354 ± 0.012 [see Fig. 9(a)],
larger than the value of 0.3235 calculated for a transition dipole
moment angle of 0◦ but closer to that of 0.381 calculated for a
transition dipole moment angle of 5.5◦.25 Like the quadrupo-
lar alignment dynamics (directly measured by the fluorescence
anisotropy), the hexadecapolar transition dipole alignment will
be altered by homo-FRET as well as rotational diffusion. The
decay of 〈α40〉 in the case of pure rotational diffusion (given
a rotational diffusion time of 19.5 ns) from Eq. (9) should
be characterised by an exponential lifetime of 5.85 ns. If we
were to assume that this relationship holds in the presence of
homo-FRET, the hexadecapolar alignment should be charac-
terised by an exponential lifetime of 5.19 ns (τ20 = 17.3 ns).
These two decays are plotted in Fig. 9(c), and it is clear that
the hexadecapolar relaxation dynamics are considerably faster.
The form of hexadecapolar dipole relaxation in the presence
of homo-FRET has yet to be derived theoretically. With the
assumption that, as in Eq. (41), the overall correlation function
can be described by the product of the correlation function for
rotational diffusion together with that for energy migration,81

the hexadecapolar dipole alignment dynamics would take the
form

〈α40 (∆t)〉 = 〈α40 (∆t = 0)〉 exp (−10t/3τ20)

× exp

(
−C

R0(K = 4)3

375
(t/τF)1/2

)
, (45)

where R0(K = 4) corresponds to the apparent Förster radius
for hexadecapolar depolarization. A least squares fit to the
data taking τ20 = 19.5 ns and τF = 2.75 ns yields an initial
value for 〈α40(0)〉 of 0.39 ± 0.2 and a value for R0(K = 4)
of 15 ± 1 nm. The increase in the apparent Förster radius
for homo-FRET over the value of 7 nm obtained above and

TABLE II. Least squares fitting results of Eq. (41) to the STED measurements
of the hexadecapolar alignment evolution in EFGP shown in Fig. 9. In Method
I, the uncertainties in 〈α40(∆t)〉 are calculated by a least squares fits of the
model decay curves to the upper and lower bounds of the experimental error
bars in the FH

D data. In Method II, the upper and lower values of 〈α40(∆t)〉
are determined by inspection of model curves across FH

D , FD, and ∆R.

Method I II I II

〈α40 (0)〉 0.39 ± 0.02 0.40 ± 0.03 0.3808 (fixed) 0.3808 (fixed)
R0(K = 4) nm 15.4 ± 1.3 16.1 ± 1.4 15.0 ± 0.5 15.1 ± 0.5

in previous work81 for fluorescence depolarization is a nec-
essary consequence arising from the need to account for the
increased degree of homo-FRET depolarization in 〈α40(∆t)〉,
as is evident from Fig. 9(b). Setting 〈α40(0)〉 at 0.381 as we
previously predicted for an emission dipole moment direction
of 5.5◦ relative to the transition tensor axis25 yields a similar
value for R0(K = 4) of 15.0 ± 0.5 nm. These results, together
with an alternative approach to the determination in the uncer-
tainties in the 〈α40(∆t)〉 measurements, are summarised in
Table II.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that STED is able to equally depopulate
the sub-populations that make up the fluorescence emission
in EGFP, further reinforcing the conclusions of recent work32

which indicated that restrictions in fluorescent protein FRET
arise from local orientational constraints rather than a differ-
ence in intrinsic transition dipole moment strengths. STED
in EGFP was found to be efficient, aided by a short lifetime
(approximately 194 fs) for the ground state vibrational levels
which minimises the degree of excited state re-pumping as the
dump pulse energy is increased.

Theoretical modelling has shown the importance of per-
forming polarization-resolved STED measurements in extract-
ing meaningful data, exemplified by the relative sensitivities
of FV

D and FH
D to changes in the hexadecapolar alignment cre-

ated by two-photon absorption. The hexadecapolar alignment
yields important information, first in terms of determining the
structure of the two-photon transition tensor in EGFP and
the direction of the emission transition dipole moment in the
molecular frame. The initial value of 〈α40〉 corresponds to
that predicted by linear and circularly polarized two-photon
fluorescence measurements for a planar transition and near-
diagonal tensor with an emission transition dipole moment
orientation of 5.5◦ to the principal axis.25

The hexadecapolar transition dipole alignment dynamics
reported are, to the best of our knowledge, the first measure-
ment of higher order (rank K > 2) dipole moment correlations
in resonance energy transfer. The increased sensitivity of the
hexadecapolar alignment to depolarization over that reported
by the fluorescence anisotropy is marked. Our results point
to the perhaps not unexpected departure from the small step
rotational diffusion relationship that exists between K = 2
and K = 4 dipole relaxation. Modeling the composite fluores-
cence anisotropy as the product of two independent correlation
functions [Eq. (41)] was justified based on the slow (19.5 ns)
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rotational correlation time of EGFP.81 For K = 4 rotational dif-
fusion in EGFP, this time is considerably shorter (5.85 ns) and
it may be that this approximation no longer holds. As far as we
are aware, the form of the K = 4 homo-FRET decay has yet to
be investigated. We hope that this work will provide an impetus
for such studies. We anticipate that the ability to probe higher
order dipole alignment transfer in hetero-FRET would also
provide a useful adjunct to current time-resolved polarization
techniques26,32 yielding additional information and providing
a clearer insight into molecular orientation, interactions, and
resonance energy transfer.
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APPENDIX: DEFINITE GAUSSIAN INTEGRALS

A0 =

1∫
−1

exp
(
−Sx2

)
dx =

√
πerf

(√
S
)

√
S

,
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1∫
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x2 exp
(
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√
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S
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3
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x6 exp
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15
√
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S
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8S7/2
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Integrals calculated using the Wolfram|Alpha package
(Wolfram Research).
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